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Abstract
Based on computer vision technology, we studied predictive method of tie-dye pattern information.
We extracted the average value of HSV (hue, saturation, value) tri-component of valid tie-dye area,
proportion of tie-dye white area and coarseness as pattern feature, and designed correlation analysis on
tie-dye production process and pattern feature accordingly. The results showed that dye concentration
and pattern feature are highly correlated and the speed is also an important indicator of the effect of tiedye pattern. In view of tie-dye production speed, concentration process parameters and pattern feature
linear regression analysis, the findings are as follows: there is a positive correlation between process
parameters and H, S component mean; process parameters negatively correlate with V component mean
and proportion of tie-dye white area and coarseness; R-Squared values of prediction model are greater
than 0.5. The linear regression models can be used to predict tie-dye image pattern effects.
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Introduction

The pattern of tie-die is a crucial factor for evaluating the effect of tie-die technique [1]. If
the mapping between production technique and pattern is established, then prediction of the
effect of the pattern can be made on the basis of used technique. This will significantly shorten
production cycle and reduce screening cost. This paper focuses on the visual features of digital
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image processing by examining extracted pattern characteristics of printed color and textures.
A mathematical model is established to estimate the pattern effect by regressional analysis of
tie-dye technique and pattern characteristics.
Subjective human evaluation is based on examining color and texture of the tie-dye pattern.
Color is an important visual feature of the image. So the method of using color to identify image
has been widely applied. The extraction of color information should use appropriate color space.
There are a lot of applications of extracting characteristics from color space for relevant analysis
within the field of facial recognition, remote sensing analysis and traffic management.
Lachkar [2] realized a system for textile design patterns retrieval by proposing an adaptive and
efficient unsupervised color image segmentation method. Sheng [3] took (S+V)/H as the base
value to characterize skin color, which could enhance the recognition capacity of HSV space for
human skin. Guo [4] developed a fabric image retrieval system. He presented a method of color
extraction and used HSV color space to handle color data which could be inputted into database.
Amine [5] sumed up the Gaussian distribution in pure-color space YCrCb to classify the pixels.
Wei Li [6] introduced the hue component of HSV color space to the cloud test system. Martel [7]
raised the method to cut shadows of moving vehicle on the edge of HSV color space. Cucchiara
[8] firstly adopted the middle-value filtering to obtain the background model and then utilized the
similarity of hue and saturation as well as the difference of lightness between shadows of moving
vehicles and the background pixels within HSV color space to identify and separate the shadow
of moving vehicle. Hong-yin Yang [9] proposed an image indexing method on the basis of HSV
space color edge histogram.
Compared with the models of RGB and YCrCb, HSV color space is better in color description.
HSV color space has two important features: V component is not related to color information; H
and S components closely imitate colour observation by human naked eyes. These features make
the HSV color space suitable for digital image processing. So we chose to analyze tie-dye image
within HSV color space.
Texture is a key component of human visual perception. It describes the homogeneity of
image surface and the spatial distribution of different elements without color and brightness
information dependency. There are many texture feature extraction methods, including waveletbased texture feature, Tamura feature, feature Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix and so on [10].
Kuo [11] proposed an approach for texture analysis to recognize the fabric nature and type of
the main weaving texture by learning vector quantization networks. First, the color 2D scanner
captures the fabric image and then the wavelet transformation is used to display image texture.
The co-occurrence matrix is then applied to calculate the texture characteristics. Alper Selver
[12] proposed a texture analysis method to realize the inspection of fabric defects which uses sum
and difference histograms conjointly with co-occurrence matrices.
In this paper we focused on coarseness [13], one of the textural properties mostly used in
literature for differentiation between fine and coarse textures. In fact, the concept of texture is
usually associated with the presence of fineness. A fine texture can be considered as small texture
primitives with big gray tone differences between neighbor primitives. On the contrary, if texture
primitives are bigger and formed by several pixels, it is a coarse texture.
Based on digital image processing technology, this paper extracted the average value of HSV
(hue, saturation, value) tri-component of the valid tie-dye area, the proportion of tie-dye white
area and coarseness as pattern feature. A set of correlation analysis was designed to validate
the strong relationship between the tie-dye technique and the characteristic quantity of color and

